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By V. C. Letemendia

Vintage Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, The Licence of War, V. C. Letemendia, This second thrilling
novel featuring Laurence Beaumont, the seductive, sardonic
protagonist introduced in The Best of Men, blends history and
fiction in a seventeenth century alive with intrigue, passion,
violence and wit, from the embattled court of King Charles I at
Oxford where poisonous rivalries fester, to stately country
estates and the colourful underworld of thieves and whores.
1643: England is descending into a bloodier Civil War, and
Beaumont, born a nobleman's heir but with a shadowy past as a
mercenary turncoat and spy, has been hired against his will as
agent to the King's new Secretary of State, the manipulative
Lord Digby. Still in love with the bewitching Isabella Savage,
Beaumont is sent by Digby into enemy-held London to track
down his counterpart, Parliament's twisted spymaster, who
nourishes his own, very personal desire for revenge. Already
Beaumont suspects he can trust no one, not even Isabella, who
has deep ties to Digby. As power struggles seethe within the
Royalist camp and Beaumont's tenuous faith in the King's cause
is further eroded, he becomes haunted by nightmares
portending two deaths: of the King, and of...
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A top quality ebook as well as the typeface used was interesting to see. It usually fails to charge an excessive amount
of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Isa bell Wiz a  DDS-- Dr . Isa bell Wiz a  DDS

The most e ective publication i ever go through. It really is writter in simple phrases and not hard to understand. I am
just easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Ila  Pfeffer  IV-- Ila  Pfeffer  IV
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